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ABSTRACT

The emergence of big data brings a new wave of Customer Relationship Management (CRM)'s strategies in supporting personalization and customization of sales, services and customer services. CRM needs big data for better customers experiences especially personalization and customization of services. Big data is a popular term used to describe data that is volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and value of data both structured and unstructured. Big data requires new tools and techniques to capture, store and analyse it and is used to improve decision making for enhancing customer management. The aim of the research is to examine big data for CRM's scenario. The method of collection of data for this study was literature review and thematic analysis from recent studies. The study reveals that CRM with big data has enabled business to become more aggressive in term of marketing strategy like push notification through smartphone to their potential target audiences.
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1. Introduction

Managing good customer relationship in an organization refers to the concepts, tools, and strategies of customer relationship management (CRM). CRM as a tools with Web/Apps technology provides organizations ability to understand customers or potential customers its usual practices and thus deliver a particular activities that might convince them to make transactions and decisions [1]. CRM has been discussed in many fields such as business, health care, science, and other service industries. The massive adoption...
of big data in any sectors has triggered assessment of front end perspective especially managing customer relationship [2]. It is pivotal to examine the role of big data within CRM strategies.

Big data have quantum leap to a digital era where public generates a huge data in any sectors and industries. The amount of data are captured, collected, and processed by organization through digital sensors, communications, computation, and storage had captured information which was valuable to businesses, sciences, government, and society at large [3]. A large amount of data streaming from smartphones, computers, parking meters, buses, trains, and supermarkets [4]. Search engine companies collect enormous amount of data per day and share these data to useful information for others as well as their own used.

Big data sources can come from structured or unstructured data formats [5]. These data sources are gathered from multi channels like social networks, voice recording, image processing, video recording, open government data (OGD), and online customers’ activities. Those activities are extracted for the business to understand the patterns or behavior of their customers [6]. Big data can help business to portray their behavior to gain its value especially in sales, customer service, marketing and promotion [7].

Public or private organization see the potential of big data and mining them into big value [8]. Many organizations have made huge investments to collect, integrate, analyse data, and use it to run business activities. For instance in marketing activities as part of CRM’s module; customers are exposed with a lot of marketing messages every day and many people is just ignore those messages unless they find a value from the messages received [9]. Email campaigning program are distributed to public or random customers about their new product so that customers might be interested to have one. Email campaigning may turn into disappointing situation because customers feel bombarded with the spam and lead to increase number of unsubscribes. Marketing strategy is about understanding customers’ habit and behavior about product or service so that the messages are perceived valuable for them [10]. Unfortunately, many organizations may simplify marketing strategies by focusing a short term relationship with their customers with no path in attracting, retaining, and extending for long term relationship. Therefore, there is a need for personalization and customization of marketing that fits for each and every potential customer.

CRM as a frontline in organization requires extensive supporting accurate data analytics to ensure potential customers to engage in transaction [11]. Since customers make buying decisions every day and every decision depends on consideration of cost, benefits, and value. At this point, big data aims to support CRM strategies so that organization can quantify sales transactions, promotion, product awareness, building long term relationship and loyalty [12]. Furthermore, the paper address the following question: How can big data in CRM will enhance CRM strategies in delivering personalization and customization of services for customer? The structure of this study is organized as follows. In the next section, a literature review of related work. Section 3 explains the methodology and results of our study. Section 4 presents a discussion of our findings. Recommendations for suggested future research directions are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature review

In conventional business practice, data was collected as a recording activities to the business with no formal intention as an important asset, only collected for specific purposes such as retailers recorded sales for accounting, the number of visits in the advertising banners for calculating advertisement revenue and so on. Since many organizations either privates or publics have realized the value of data gathered as an asset, data no longer treated as its initial purpose. With the capabilities of processing huge amount of data, it has created a new industry of data analytic services. For example IBM and Twitter involved partnership on data analytics for the purpose of selling analytical information to corporate clients in order to provide businesses a real-time conversations to make smarter decision. With IBM analytical skills and Twitter massive data source, the partnership had created an interesting strategic partnership as both partners leverage on their respective strength and expertise [13]. Big data is considered as the recent development of decision support data management [14]. Big data have big impact towards businesses ranging from CRM, ERP, and SCM. In the next section is discussed recent literatures on CRM and big data [15].

2.1. Big data

Big data is a huge amount of data that is hardly processed with a traditional processing tools for extracting its value [16]. It has an impact in various fields like business, healthcare, financial, security, communication, agriculture, and even traffic control [17]. Big data creates opportunities for business that can use it for generating business value [6]. The purpose is intended to gain value from volumes and a variety of data by allowing velocity of analysis [18]. It is known as 5 Vs model; volume, velocity, and variety, value, and veracity [19] (Fig. 1). Volume means processing massive data scale from any data type gathered. The explosive of data volumes improve a knowledge sharing and people awareness [20]. Big data is a particularly massive volume with a large data sets, and those data cannot be analysed its content using traditional database tools, management, and processing. Velocity means real time data processing, specifically data collection and analysis. Velocity processes very large data in real-time processing. In addition, big data escalates its speed velocity surpassing that of old methods of computing. Variety is any types of data from various channels including structured and unstructured data like audio, video, image, location data for example Google Map, webpage, and text, as well as traditional structured data. Some of the semi-structured data based can use Hadoop. It focuses on analysing volumes of data involved and mining the data and calculations involved in large amount of computing. Finally, veracity refers to data authenticity with the interest in the data source of Web log files, social media, enterprise content, transaction, data application. Date need a valid power of information to ensure its authenticity and safety.

Many organizations have been deploying big data application in running their business activities to gain value from big data
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analytics. Value is generated from big data processing that supports the right decision. Organizations need to refine and process it to gain value from big data analytics [21]. For instance, value generated from big data analytics can help to reveal the conditions and save life of a newborn baby by recording, examining, or analysing every heart rate of an infant, data analytics help to finalize the indicators of the newborn [22]. One of the applications on the use of big data is to optimize machine or device performance. For instance, Toyota Prius is installed with cameras, GPS and sophisticated computers and sensors to ensure safety precaution on the road automatically [23].

Big data also reduces the maintenance costs for instance, organizations deploy cloud computing approach where data are stored in the cloud [24]. The emergence of cloud computing has enabled big data analytics to be cost efficient, easily accessed, and reliable. Cloud computing is robust, reliable and responsive when there are issues because it is responsible of cloud service provider. Since, service outages are unacceptable at the business. Whenever data analytic goes down impacting marketing activities are disrupted and customers have to question whether to trust such a system. Therefore reliability is competitive advantage of cloud computing in big data application [25].

In addition, businesses have aggressively built their organization on big data capabilities. Unfortunately the fact is only 8% of the marketers have comprehensive and effective solutions in collecting and analysing those data [26]. Evans Data Corporation conducted survey of big data and advanced analytics in organization (Fig. 2). Customer-centered departments like as marketing, sales, and customer service are dominant users for 38.2% of all big data and advanced analytical apps. While, marketing department has the most common users (14.4%) of the data analytics, followed by IT (13.3%), and research for 13% (Columbus, 2015).

2.2. Customer relationship management and social CRM

Any business requires Customer Relationship Management (CRM) to sustain and survive in the long term [27]. CRM is a tool and strategy for managing customers’ interaction using technology to automate business processes. CRM consists of sales, marketing, and customer service activities (Fig. 3). The aims are to find, attract new customers, nurture and retain them for future business. Business uses CRM in meeting customers’ expectations and aligning with the organization’s mission and objectives in order to bring about a sustainable performance and effective customer relationships.

The emergence of Web 2.0 has been based on collaboration platform like wikis, blogs, and social media aiming to facilitate creativity, collaboration, and sharing among users for tasks other than just emailing and retrieving information [28]. The concept of a
Social network defines an organization as a system that contains objects such as people, groups, and other organizations linked together by a range of relationships [29]. Web 2.0 is a tool that can be used to communicate a political agenda to the public via social networks. Users can gain access to the data on Web 2.0 enabled sites and exercise control over such data [30]. Web 2.0 represents a revolution in how people communicate facilitating peer-to-peer collaboration and easy access to real-time communication. The rapid growth in Web 2.0 has impacted organization that cannot their customer relationship by using traditional CRM techniques. Social CRM is a recent approach and strategies to reveal patterns in customer management, behavior, or anything related to the multi channels customers’ interactions as expressed at Fig. 4. Social CRM makes more precise analysis possible based on people conversation in social media, and thus helps them to provide more accurate programs or activities leading to customers’ interests and preferences.

Marketing is one of CRM’s activities or process of promoting and selling products or services, which also include research and advertisement. Social networks enables social marketing that is necessary efforts for marketing teams to expect going viral and receiving customers’ attention [31]. "Marketing, is defined an the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large." [32]. Marketing should focus on building relationships and meanings [33]. It also applies to sales and customer services where organizations use social networks as a tool to make sales as much as possible of handling customers’ complaint at social media. Since social networks is part of big data source, the next question, how big data will impact CRM strategies.

Social media has empowered customers to make conversation and business organization may utilize an increasing amount of data through people conversations that is available to them for company’s benefits such as understanding customer preference, complaining items, people expectations. Web 2.0 platform allows customers to express their opinions [34]. In the context of CRM, social networks provide a means of strengthening relationships between customers and service providers. It might be utilized to create long-term relationships between business organizations and their customers and public in general. Adopting social networks into CRM is known as Social CRM or a second generation of CRM (CRM 2.0) that empowers customers to express their opinions and expectations about product or services. Social CRM has become ‘a must’ strategies for any organization nowadays to understand their customers better. By playing a significant role in the management of relationships, Social CRM stimulates fundamental changes in customer's behavior [35]. Social CRM has an impact towards multi channels relationships in all areas either public or private sectors is no exception.

3. Method

The study investigates the factors that an organization considers to adopt big data. The objective of the study is to investigate recent big data adoption in an organization. The methods consisted of in-depth analysis of the latest research on big data in business organization. The data for this report was through literature review of articles ranging from 2010 to 2015. The reason for choosing this time period because of the velocity of big data, any older articles might have irrelevant information. Contents analysis is applied for reviewing literature reviews of big data published in peer-reviewed journals [36]. The review process then is clustered into a thematic. We enhance and integrate various possible solutions into proposed model. We chose only English-language articles published in peer-reviewed journals. After removing duplicates and articles beyond the scope of this study, these articles were reviewed to extract feature of CRM and big data capabilities at Fig. 5.

4. Discussion

Business realizes that their most valuable assets are relationships with customers and all stakeholders. In fact, building personal and social relationships become important area in marketing [37]. The importance of relationships as market based assets that contribute to customers’ value [38]. With the amount of data increase, some business organizations use advanced powerful computers with a huge storage to process big data analytics and to increase their performance resulting in tremendous cost saving [6]. Businesses manage structured and unstructured data sources such as social marketing, retail databases, recorded customer activity, logistics, and enterprise data to establish a quality level
of CRM strategies by having the abilities or knowledge on how to recognize big data and its advantage. While, big data analytics is a process to reveal the variety of data types in big data itself. There are some CRM strategies that can happen through big data and big data analytics.

Since big data can provide a pattern of customers’ information, businesses can predict and assume what are the needs of their customers nowadays. Fig. 5 indicates basic framework on how big data can contribute to generating CRM strategy. Big data had helped shaped many industries and changed the way businesses operated nowadays. Big companies definitely benefited from this shift especially companies such as technology giants such as Amazon and Google and would continue to serve these giants from the sheer volume of data they generated. Data Velocity showed how marketers could have access to real-time data, for example real-time analytics of interactions on internet sites and also social media interactions.

CRM with the big data influence, a new paradigm had been created to allow accessibility and availability of information which result in greater take up by big or small business alike. Big data offers pervasive knowledge acquisition in CRM activities. Big data will support long-term relationships through understanding customers’ life cycle and behavior in more comprehensive perspective. Customers voluntarily generate a huge amount of data daily by detailing their interest and preference about products or services to the public through various channels. Therefore, big data analytic can come up with a comprehensive view of customers so that organization can enhance service fitting with customer attention, engagement, participation, and personalization. The study introduces several fundamental concept of marketing with big data that are closely related to customer based CRM strategies in an organization by engaging customer life cycle.

CRM with big data brings a promise of big transformation that can affect organization in delivering CRM strategies. There were many benefits for using big data in CRM and the following were just some of the benefits such as accurate and update in profiling of target customers, predicting trend on customer reaction toward marketing messages and product offerings, create personalised message that create emotional attachment and product offering, maximizing value chain strategies, producing accurate assessment measures, effective digital marketing and campaign-based strategies, customers retention which was a cheaper option, and create tactics and getting product insights [39]. The combination of using big data in CRM can certainly enhance long term relationship with customers [40] and manifest into an impressive set of CRM activities [41]. There is an example of the successful usage of big data in CRM when Netflix used big data to run their streaming video service [42]. Instead of using traditional methods of data gathering, they were able to find out what their customers want and made measurable marketing decisions. Big data can perform better CRM strategies than any processes with double the speed.

CRM with big data features becomes more aggressive in term of marketing strategy like push notification through smartphone to the potential target audiences. Web/Apps users who make comment, liking page, or comes back visiting Web or Apps are potential customers are targeted for pushed notification. Technically, there are many third parties for Apps or Web that can help business to set up push notification right to the users. For instance, there are also many plugin supports web push facilities in CMS based website. Notification can be set up auto generated or manual whenever new contents are available directed at customer convenience in the form of text message, link sharing, or smartphone notification offering promotion at nearby shop. CRM aims to quantify sales transactions, promotion, product awareness, while its strategies for building long term relationship and loyalty. Businesses cannot simplify marketing strategies only focusing a short term relationship with customers without any path in attracting, retaining, and extending for long term relationship.

In addition, the organization can also create better customer personas by using the profile data as the backbone of creating accurately personifications for the customers. Also the organization will have data on what the customers’ needs and preferences and used this data to provide better content for the audience where the content is relevant and valuable to them. All these data can also provide valuable information for the management team to improve marketing budget management by ensuring business operational process stayed on budget with the help of data and to be more focused and targeted.

4.1. Customer profiling

Whenever business acquires a new customer through marketing activities, the customer will determine what the value of each activity received from the business. When the customer perceives the value is positive they will be happy and satisfied. Otherwise they can consider finding another business even from other
competitors that may fulfill their requirements. Therefore, customer profiling for each and every customer becomes important for business to make sure that the whole CRM life cycle (sales, marketing, and customer service) are offering personalized and customized services so that each customer will experience differently according to their needs and interest.

Big data can help in delivering customer profiling since it includes business activities monitoring. Big data analytics have the abilities for tracking purchase histories and their online conversations about their product or services. Business will gain more comprehensive view of customer’s expectation and can understand better for potential customers’ interest. The impact of the big data analytics are significant, especially on the distribution of marketing channels between service providers and customers whereas suppliers or service providers are engaging with customers directly, threatening the sustainability of intermediaries marketing agencies.

Customer profiling can gain invaluable insight from the big data analytic and create a competitive advantage. All of these organizations derive business value from leveraging personalization. Some of the example for customers’ profiling of services; Amazon.com developed a system of product recommendation based on their analysis on customers’ previous purchases data [43]. Target, the supermarket, is able to develop a predict model in tracking the purchase made by the pregnant women [44]. UPS, the package delivery company created an application to redesign their drivers’ daily routines to achieve fleet optimization.

Customers’ profiling are possible through big data analytics because the organizations have access to more accurate data as big data can discover value of the hidden data connections and pattern. In addition, it can improve business decisions because it provides as much knowledge as possible [45]. CRM team generates customers’ knowledge profiling to enhance businesses and understand precisely target audience, personalize message for each potential customer, and tailoring message fits with customers’ interest and preferences. CRM with big data analytic can develop comprehensive knowledge of customers for decision making. Roll Royce applies big data analytics in aircraft engine-manufacturing sector and use the result to predict when and where breakdown of aircraft engine might occur by installing sensors to collect data [46]. Hence, they do not only sell engines but also packages of both engines and monitoring services that generates profit by charging customers based on usage, repairs and replacements. This service currently accounted for more than 70% of their annual revenue in their aircraft engine division by leveraging big data to create a competitive advantage [47].

Personalization is important for the organizations to focus on the user experience to boost digital marketing efforts by making sure the targeted audience seeing advertisements, social media post, contest or creating events that have emotional relation to the audience. These efforts will help to map the customer journey easier to tract since it is on digital marketing. These trends will be able to provide accurate and real-time mapping of customers’ choices and also locations. Hence the organization can use this data to create a more personalized leading nurturing process by making the loyal customers feel important and their relationship with the company is meaningful.

While, customization enables business to sort out specific CRM activities to the targeted audiences more precisely. Business strategies should transform customer strategies and systems to customer engagement and ability for customization. The one is more focused on the conversation that is going on between organization and customer and the collaborative models that cutting edge companies are carrying out for customer engagement. Customization strategies will improve customer services and great customer support will increase loyalty, revenue, brand recognition, and business opportunity. The aim of big data in CRM should target right market segment for the right product or services so that business improve market sharing, avoid access production, control budget, efficiency and effective in business process. Furthermore, long term strategy focuses on producing marketing materials for target customers than trying to reach random customers. Customization is important in marketing because marketing should be flexible in offering their product or service. Flexibility in offering product shows empowerment for customer. Businesses can improve their sense of understanding for their customers’ behaviors. Marketing team can customize campaigning agenda that is expected to be fit with the patterns of potential customers.

Customers’ profiling are also possible because big data with geolocation analytic promotes quick and appropriate marketing strategies. It can quicker than competitor in marketing product, appropriate in determine price by understanding purchasing power of potential buyers from data of financial abilities. Appropriate in displaying product means supplier has the best possible place to display the product which is easily reach by customers, the data come from geolocation. The Netflix detects traffic details of customers’ view to spot problems in the area and add systems that can help the future demand. They are also able to get more vision of their customer’s desire [48].

4.2. Value creation

Big data brings new opportunities for discovering values, since it shows the behavior of customers’ trend or anything related to the society, and leading to more precise analysis. Big data’s source can come from geolocation of customers. Geolocation helps business to deliver right message to the right customers whereas business understands what can and cannot be delivered to the people at the localities. While, geolocation facility helps customers to find the nearest place to reach the product or service. There are situations that marketing strategies are inapplicable due to different set of customs and conditions. Understanding local wisdom is important factor in delivering effective message to the target customers. Business organizations spend a huge amount of budget for advertising without considering geolocation of potential customers turn into disappointment and rejection. Conventional marketing strategy prompts any marketing contents to random audiences which is potentially costing inefficient budget. These businesses do the strategies to find some marketing activities that work. By effectively marketing on the basis of geolocation to deliver value to the target customers, business provide cost-effective marketing activities of their desired objective to increase local based engagement. Promotions are based on users’ records and histories either from web visit, customer’s buying history, current GPS data, and conversation in social networks. Push notification has to provide option for users either allow or don’t allow notification through their smartphone or web visit [49].

CRM strategy ventures potential customers, meeting expectation, understanding their needs, and delivering value. While, generating value can come from big data analytic. As described, big data grow an extraordinary rate huge amount of data sets containing a variety of data types and come up with patterns, correlations variables, latest market trends, customers’ choices and preferences and other valuable business information [50,51]. These big data analytics provides effective marketing, new revenue streams, customer relation services, improved value chain efficiency, sustainable competitive advantages over rival organizations and many other benefits [52,53].

CRM initiative needs to extract value from a variety of data sources gathered from customers to manage or analyzes customers’ preferences. Big data generates value to understand people’s needs and preferences by having access to more accurate
information as big data can discover hidden connections and patterns in customers' behavior through multi sources and multi channels. Customers produce data voluntarily through various means including click stream activities while visiting web site for e-commerce transaction [54]. More customers generate and share data in the public sphere means more value for can be extracted by an organization. Customers produce data and business organizations capture those data for their marketing plan. In addition, customers make conversation in social media about products are basically helping any audiences either customers or producers. Customers benefits from the conversations and reviews because they understand product knowledge better. While producer understands better about products’ expectation.

Big data has involved customers in delivering affective CRM activities where marketing teams at the organizations fine tune the ideas into executable marketing program. For instance, Starbucks uses social networks to understand the costumers’ on the new product being introduced. This gives feedback faster as compared using a periodical method, waiting for the sale’s reports to come in and evaluate its performances [6]. Social media analytics are the analysis of structured and unstructured data from social media channels. Furthermore, Amazon.com utilizes big data analytics in producing the marketing strategies. Amazon.com can recognize the patterns in the customers' shopping behavior thus offering good bargain, advertisements, advertisements and discount to customers [55]. Big data helps e-commerce in gaining competitive advantage and business values, increasing the influx of customers, retaining the customers’ loyalty, improving the sales and revenues of the companies, ensuring customers’ satisfaction, creating a brand awareness, and building a reputation [56]. Offering customized discount which is based on customers’ behavior can maximize sales and profit.

Value is added when customer is believe the information and is then able to make the appropriate decisions in their marketing strategy. Decision-making is important in marketing strategies. Decision making can improve because big data analytic provides comprehensive information from multi channels interactions. For instance, a marketing manager needs to understand customers' behaviors, expectations, and trends to deliver a favorable and impression marketing campaign to potential customers. Decisions on the appropriate marketing contents in specific area can be derived from big data reports and then analysing these data to discover trends and key issues. Marketers who can identify problems and propose solutions are able to gain a greater understanding of customers’ desires. Therefore, marketing campaign needs to extract the value from various data source of Web log files, social media, enterprise content, transaction, and the team must ensure its authenticity and reliable a valid information derived from big data analytic. In short, CRM should support big data analytics. In order to mitigate the gap between expectation and delivery. However, in order for big data to add value in marketing, marketers need to access and understand the comprehensive customer's path from awareness to conversion so they can close the gap between online and offline customer behavior and experience.

All data sources either structured sources and unstructured sources form customers profiling that portray comprehensive view of potential customers. Customer profiling can come from geolocation data analytic of customers through smartphone or any smart mobile devices, face recognitions, browsing behavior and online activities, e-commerce histories, social networks, and so on [57]. Then, they are analysed to come up with the pattern, trend or behavior of customer. For instance, marketing staffs who deal with customer directly are supplied a comprehensive and user friendly reports of potential customers in the speed of data analytics (velocity). The report shows pattern, behavior, and likelihood of customer so that the marketing staff can aggressively and convincingly the value of product or service that fit with his or her need. Fitting customer's need can come from personalization of marketing or treat each and every customer personally based on their interest and need. Engaging customer in providing feedback will make a product or service superior than competitor. Velocity is the feature of big data analytics. Therefore, quick and appropriate in response will make improve customer satisfaction which in turn to customer loyalty.

Big data offers simplicity for CRM staffs since they are equipped with customer's pattern in advance so that they know how to handle each and every customer. CRM department can offer extra facilities to the potential customer based on their interest and behavior. Big data facilitates multi channels interaction. For instance, an automotive manufacture releases a new sedan’s car and the manufacture concerns with the customers as well as competitors’ responds. The manufacture can monitor all social networks and media to evaluate customers’ reactions to improve the product. At the end, big data provides cost efficient for overall CRM activities because they can pin point of effective CRM strategy for customer.

5. Challenges

Big data in CRM has very much potential to offer, with its ability to collect and produce a big amounts of data, big data could really be the downfall as well without the proper expertise and tools to obtain and analysed them. Many challenges must be managed before these potential can be fully optimized. Firstly, it may occur when organizations are shortage in technical supports and expertise. Secondly, it is difficult to track customer behavior especially trailing customers moving from brand awareness to conversion. It challenges to connect the dot from online to offline channels such as when and where customer see or read about a product to finally purchasing the product. Thirdly, CRM with big data may need more user friendly data analytics tools in producing report especially when it comes to utilizing the data appropriately across the channels, especially when they do not understand the effectiveness of their efforts in the process. There is no one size fit all solution, staffs need to integrate big data into their strategies, especially products lines, and content offering and customer journey is unique. Until such tools is available many CRM staffs would continue to search for solutions to overcome this challenge. The last challenge refers to data authenticity with the interest in the data source of Web log files, social media, enterprise content, transaction, data application may need a valid power of information to ensure its authenticity and safety. For examples, all the post or tweets we post on social networks are observed by the one who manages the big data. Finally, there is a possibility that the research may lack of generalizability because it requires case study and primary data collection from the business organizations, this research will plan to reach a large number of participants in the future.

6. Conclusion

CRM is about understanding of human behavior and interests. Big data can be expected to improve customer relationship as it allows interactivity, multi-way communications, personalization, and customization. The recent developments of big data analytics have optimized process, growth, and generate aggressive marketing strategy and delivering value for each customer and potential customer. CRM with big data enabled engage customers in delivering affective CRM activities where marketing teams at the organizations tune the ideas into executable marketing program. Big data enhance CRM strategies by understanding better customers’ habits
and behaviors so that business can deliver CRM be more personalized and customized for each and every customers. Finally, CRM with big data will make better tools and strategies more personalized and customized to the customers because they understand well target audiences and intended message to send.
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